
Welcome to our First Annual Triscuit Taste Off! 

Think you have what it takes to bring home the trophy? Test your culinary skills using 
only a single Original Triscuit Cracker as your base. Where you go from there is 
completely up to you! Be Creative, Be Original and THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX!

How scoring will work:

Each team will have 1 Judgement Zone box on their table. Guests are given 5 
tokens for Savory and 5 tokens for Sweet.  
Red (Originality) / Yellow (Presentation) / Green (Ease of Eating) / Orange 
(Aroma) / Blue (Flavor). 
Guests will decide who has their favorite of each category by dropping their 
tokens into the Judgement Zone box of the team they choose for each category. 

Contest begins at 1PM and ends at 3PM. At 3PM we will collect the Judgement Zone 
boxes and count the tokens. 2 Winners will be announced, one for Savory and one for 
Sweet at 3:30PM.

Guidelines:

One entry per contestant.
Contestants MUST choose between Savory OR Sweet One Biters.
Must be placed on an Original Triscuit (provided by Noda Company Store) and must be 
a single-bite, handheld.
Contestants can prepare separate ingredients off site but must plate them during the 
contest. (I.e.: combining main ingredient with condiments.
Contestants must arrive between 10AM-NOON to set up and remain on site for the 
duration of the contest. 
Contestants may have 1 assistant to help plate food. 
Contestants will need to bring anything they need to set up their dish including cutlery, 
cutting boards, bowls, measuring devices, etc.
Contestants will be provided a table top no smaller that 2’ x 2’. Please keep this in mind 
when considering your setup.

In an effort to reduce our waste, the Noda Company Store will provide napkins as well 
as trays for each team to place your finished “one-bite” Triscuit on to serve the guests. 
This will keep the flow and foot traffic moving while reducing single use plastic spoons, 
plates, cutlery and multiple trash bins. Thank you for helping us GO GREEN!
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